
 

 
 

B_Tours Berlin - B_Tour Leipzig 2015 Guidelines 

Application stuff 

- B_Tour welcomes applications for B_Tours Berlin and B_Tours Leipzig 2015. Please, send the online 
application by March 15th, 2015. Any media that supports your application (video recordings, 
pictures, press clippings etc) can only be submitted via the electronic form by including links to the 
relevant materials.  

- B_Tour will make every effort to inform all artists about the conclusions of the application process by 
the beginning of April. We might contact you during this month to ask for extra materials or 
information that was missing for in order to better understand your proposal. We might also ask for a 
skype meeting to go into more details about your proposal.  

- The final program will be announced by the end of April 2015.  

- Once your tour is selected for the festival and when the registration is complete, we will ask you to 
send the final visuals, texts and necessary logos of supporting foundations or organisation for the 
festival program between the 6-10th April 2015. We will also ask you to sign an artist agreement 
(which is mainly about your commitment to B_Tour and our commitment to support your work). We 
will at this time also discuss: promoting the project, performance times, technical details etc.  

- If you will be taking up a B_Residency you will be requested to transfer the down payment by April 
10th, 2015. Failure to transfer the money will result in the cancellation of your residency.  

General stuff 

- Unfortunately, B_Tour doesn’t receive regular organisational funding and therefore, we have very 
limited financial resources. The majority of the work is offered on voluntary basis.  

- The selection process of the open call applications is by no means a critical reflection on the creative 
quality of the proposal or the artist, but a result of an assessment of the feasibility and relevance of 
the project and past experience of the applicants.  

- B_Tours Berlin and Leipzig take place all over the city and the geographical spread of the tours will 
be a determining factor in the programming.  

- Since B_Tour puts a strong emphasis on public art and community relations, projects that involve 
collaboration with diverse community groups or social initiatives will be given a high priority.  
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- We will also strive to maintain an equal spread regarding the participating artists’ gender and age to 
create a festival that is versatile and inclusive.  

-  For the moment, B_Tour only programs tours in public spaces.  If you are proposing a tour in a 
non-public or semi-public space please make sure to clarify your choice. These projects will be 
discussed on a case by case basis.  

- Artists who are leading tours that entail special authorisations are required to secure these on their 
own but the festival team will support you in this process.  

- Tours should be based on minimum tech needs such as basic sound and little or no additional 
artificial lighting. If your tour requires supportive technical equipment you will need to provide it. 

- We carry out a professional communication with the artists and try to be as cordial and polite as 
possible, so we expect to be reciprocated in a similar manner.  We try to reply as promptly as possible 
and expect artists to reply within 48 hours. 

- B_Tour aims to create an environmentally friendly festival, therefore: we only accept online 
applications; and we expect participants of the festival to be environmentally aware.  

- A core aim of B_Tour is to serve as a meeting point for artists working in the field of public art to 
network, strengthen their practice through exchange with other professionals and create projects 
which react to the cultural, geographic and social settings in which the festival is presented. 
Therefore, we place high emphasis on the presence of the artists during the days of the festival.  

- super important note to applicants:  

Since the B_Tours are conducted in public spaces we require all artists to obey the legal, conventional 
and reasonable restrictions of use of public spaces. This means tours should not involve destructive, 
illegal or any sort of violent acts towards individuals and/or the surrounding private and public 
property. We encourage artists to be extremely thoughtful in their use of imagery, texts and 
performative behaviour. Tours that include sensitive material should note so in their project 
description and should include an age restriction.  

Money stuff 

- B_Tours are open to the public and cost a symbolic donation which goes to support the festival’s 
production.  

- B_Tour does not make any profits from the festival. 
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- For the moment, B_Tour cannot offer the participating artists any artist fees, production costs, travel 
or accommodation costs. 

- B_Tour is glad to write letters of invitation to help artists find funding. 

-  If you happen to have travel funds, you must avoid making any travel arrangements until B_Tour 
sends you a final confirmation of your participation and expressly tells you to go ahead and make 
travel arrangements. 

Promotion stuff 

- B_Tour makes every effort to widely promote its artists using our local and international network, 
social media, mailing lists, newsletters and press releases to various media partners. 

- In order to engage your own audience, it is each artist’s responsibility to be visible and to promote 
their work! Therefore, artists should create content for their project as soon as possible, including: 
pictures, videos or any other promotion tool which will make your tour stand out.  

- B_Tour has a vast network of partners and artists all over the world as well as international friends 
and followers. B_Tour encourages artists to join and promote its network and create collaborations 
with other artists. 

Documentation stuff 

- B_Tour will put much effort into producing documentation of the events but encourages artists to 
document their own works. 

- B_Tour will collaborate with photographers who will take photos of the tours as a way of 
documenting and promoting your work and our project. Most of these photos will be published on 
Facebook and our website.  

- If you would like to have high-resolution photos, please make arrangements with your own 
photographers or discuss with our photographers in advance to inquire about the cost of a special 
photo shoot of your performance. 

- If your project premiered in B_Tours 2015, and is later restaged in other festivals, theaters, 
exhibitions etc., please include B_Tour’s logo and/or mention that the project was produced in 
collaboration with B_Tour.  

“What B_Tour is not responsible for” kinda stuff 
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- We do not provide artists with props or consumables for their tours.    

- B_Tour does not provide insurance for any equipment, props, or other items artists may use in 
connection with their project.  If any of those items are stolen, lost or damaged, B_Tour will not be 
legally nor financially responsible for them. 

- B_Tour will not be legally nor financially responsible for any damages artists may cause to the 
premises or equipment where the tours take place. 

- B_Tour will not reimburse you for travel, accommodation and/or any other expenses connected with 
your participation in the festival. 

“What B_Tour expects from artists” kinda stuff 

 
- A professional attitude built on mutual respect between B_Tour team and B_Tour’s artists. 

- To respect your commitments, which include: not damaging public property nor equipment in any 
way, arriving on time, respecting your audience, producing a tour of the duration agreed upon, 
producing the tour you have submitted and informing the B_Tour about any changes you may 
introduce to your original plan. 

- Becoming friends and followers of B_Tour on as many social media platforms as possible so that we 
can better promote your tour and communicate with you. 

- By signing this agreement you allow us to take photos and videos of your project.  If you disagree 
with having your project filmed and/or photographed, please notify us immediately.  Please note, that 
even if you do not wish for B_Tour to document your performance, we cannot prevent the public or 
other professional photographers/videographers from documenting it. 

Questions?  

If you can’t find the answer you’re looking for then get in touch with us: Info@b-tour.org 
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